Murphy’s law

by Rhys Bowen
MYSTERY Bowen

Molly Murphy flees Ireland to
avoid a murder charge only to
become involved in a murder on
Ellis Island.

The last Kashmiri rose

by Barbara Cleverly
MYSTERY Cleverly

Scotland Yard detective Joe
Sandilands trails a serial killer in
1920s Calcutta.

The anatomist’s wife
by Anna Lee Huber
MYSTERY Huber

Lady Darby’s skill learned by
illustrating her dead husband’s
dissection work, pulls her into a
murder case.

A duty to the dead

by Charles Todd
MYSTERY Todd

WWI nurse Bess Crawford attends
a dying soldier who entrusts her
with his last request.

Mr. Churchill’s secretary
by Susan Elia MacNeal
MYSTERY MacNeal

Trained in math and codebreaking, Maggie Hope uses her
access as secretary to the prime
minister to uncover an
assassination plot.

A curious beginning

by Deanna Raybourn
MYSTERY Raybourn

If you like
Jacqueline
Winspear

Adventuress Victoria Speedwell
teams up with an ill-tempered
naturalist to solve a mysterious
baron’s murder.

Girl waits with gun
by Amy Stewart
MYSTERY Stewart

When the Kopp sisters’ buggy is
struck and overturned by silk
baron Henry Kaufman’s car,
pistol-packing Constance Kopp
pursues justice.

Death in focus
by Anne Perry
MYSTERY Perry

Historical mysteries with similarities
to the Maisie Dobbs series

A young photographer carries her
lover’s final urgent message into
the heart of pre-WWII Berlin as
Hitler ascends power.
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Murder on Astor Place

A beautiful, blue death

Unsuitable job for a woman

by Victoria Thompson
MYSTERY Thompson

by Charles Finch

by P. D. James
MYSTERY James

Feisty midwife Sarah Brandt solves
a murder in turn-of-the century
New York City.

Beekeeper’s apprentice
by Laurie R. King
MYSTERY King

15-year-old Mary Russell quite
literally trips over Sherlock Holmes
while walking and reading on
Sussex Downs and becomes his
apprentice and partner.

The other side of midnight
By Simone St. James
MYSTERY St. James

In 1920s London medium Ellie
Winters works to solve the
murder of her friend, a wellknown psychic.

Dying in the wool
by Frances Brody
MYSTERY Brody
When the untimely
disappearance of Master of the
Mill Joshua Braithwaite disrupts
the peaceful town of Bridgestead,
Kate Shackleton uncovers the
missing man's fate.

MYSTERY Finch
Armchair explorer Charles Finch
responds to his friend Lady Jane
when she asks for help in
investigating the apparent suicide
of her maid.

Nine lessons
by Nicola Upson
MYSTERY Upson

DCI Penrose teams up with writer
Josephine Tey in Cambridge,
England to solve a series of
murders inspired by ghost stories.

Murder at the Brightwell
by Ashley Weaver
MYSTERY Weaver

Amory Ames tries to help her
former fiancé, 4only to become
entangled in murder.

Left alone by her partner’s
suicide, Cordelia Gray struggles
to manage the private
investigating agency they once
shared.

The secrets of Wishtide
by Kate Saunders
MYSTERY Saunders

Laetitia Rodd, an archdeacon’s
widow, moonlights as a private
investigator in 1850’s London.

A death of no importance
by Mariah Fredericks
MYSTERY FREDeRICKS

Ladies’ maid Jane Prescott
unravels the truth of the murder
of a notorious New York City
society playboy.

Murder in an English village
by Jessica Ellicott
MYSTERY Ellicott

Beryl and Edwina solve a murder
in the humdrum village of
Walmsley Parva.

Penny for your secrets
by Anna Lee Huber
MYSTERY Huber

England 1919. When a friend’s
husband is shot with her own
revolver, it’s up to former secret
service agent Verity Kent to
prove her innocence.

